Pathology of the optic nerve and visual association areas. Information given by the flash and pattern visual evoked potential, and the temporal and spatial contrast sensitivity function.
Spatial and temporal contrast sensitivity functions (CSF) were compared with visual evoked potentials (VEP) in two groups of patients with pathology selectively affecting different parts of the visual pathway. These consisted of 10 patients with a selective delay of the pattern VEP due to demyelination of one optic nerve (unilateral optic neuritis) and 11 patients with a selective delay of the flash VEP due to pathology of the visual association areas (primary presenile dementia, or Alzheimer's disease). The results led to the following conclusions. Comparison of the VEP and CSF results indicated that VEP latency was more closely associated with the temporal CSF than the spatial CSF. Pathology of the visual association areas which selectively increased the latency of the flash P2 component also reduced sensitivity at low and medium temporal frequencies. In demyelination of the optic nerve, a highly significant correlation was found between the delay of the pattern reversal VEP and sensitivity at high temporal frequencies. Comparison of the results in these two types of pathology suggests that the pattern VEP and flash P1 component, the spatial CSF, and temporal CSF at high temporal frequencies are all processed in the geniculostriate pathway. The flash P2 component and temporal CSF at low and medium frequencies were affected differently from the other measures. The possibility that these processes are transmitted by nongeniculate pathways is discussed.